Effects of heavy particles in grand unified theories are directly computed. Eatios of low energy gauge couplings and ratios of light gauge bown masses arc found to agree with those given by the usual method of renormalization group when both arc applicable.
Grand unified theoriesu that attempt to unify electroweak and strong interactions via a single gauge principle contain two, enormously different mass scales: One scale Is dictated by the electroweak synthesis and believed to be around 10 2 Ge VI c 2 and another scale must exceed 10 14 Ge VI c 2 in order to suppress exotic processes such as nucleon decay. In this class of theories it is crucial to ask how light (;Sl0 2 GeV lc 2 ) particles at low energies are affected by heavy (;;;:; 10 14 Ge VI c 2 ) particles. Ordinarily, one expects 2 l that heavy particles decouple from the light sector and that effects of heavy particles to leading orders appear only through renormalization constants in an effective low energy theory, which is obtained by omitting all heavy particles. Validity of this decoupling theorem has been questioned 111 spontaneously broken gauge theories and a few examples against the decoupling have been found. 3 l In grand unified theories there is a special si tuation : 4 l An effective gauge synnnetry exists when one disregards the light mass scale m compared to the heavy mass scale lv!.
It is therefore reasonable to expect from the very consistency of gauge theories that if the limit m->0 exists, there should be no correction of order Af/m to the light sector. Indeed, a proof of the decoupling has been constructed") at the oneloop level for a few special cases. A problem still facing us is that we lack a complete demonstration of the decoupling to arbitrary orders of perturbation.
The purpose of this note is to extend our previous analysis 5 l to the three-point vertex and combine this result with the previous ones for the polarization tensor so that we can discuss low energy parameters in grand unified theories. We shall compute ratios of low energy coupling constants and ratios of light gauge boson masses, both of which are observables independent of renormalization schemes and can readily be compared with the results obtained by renormalization group arguments 0 l at low energies. These two results are found to agree if a correct identification of parameters is made.
We first compute the renormalization constant Z1i for the proper vertex of a light gauge boson ~Vi· vVe take an arbitrary simple group G for the grand unification and denote the low energy gauge group by G0 consisting of a product of Abelian and non-Abelian subgroups, G/s. G0 Is presumably SU (2) region:
Method of computation is quite similar to that 5 l for the polarization tensor, and we shall keep terms to finite leading logs of 0 (In ;.vf/ fJ.). The result is given by
where c2 (G) is the Casimir invariant for a group G and (3) with Ti a generator for Higgs bosons.
Ti (Hl) in Eq. (2) The renormalized gauge coupling gi for a factor group Gi is defined by
The wave function renormalization constant Z 3i has been computed in the pre-VIOUS paper. 5 l Including contributions of light particles, we find that
Combining (2), (4) and (5) 
In the last equality the bare coupling g0 is replaced by the renormalized, universal gauge coupling g11, which is allowed to this lowest order. Note that this result (6) is free of infinities as it should be in a grand unification with a simple group, and that the coefficient given by the curly bracket of Eq. (6) 
Ignoring contribution from fermions for the moment, we find that the two results of Eqs. and (7) supplemented by Eq. (8) agree.
lt is now appropriate to comment on how previous arguments are modified for a nonsimple unifying group G. In this case the coefficients of divergent terms in renormalization constants, Z 1i and Z 3i may be different depending on different factor groups Gi· Hence, the coupling ratios like Eq. (6) can contain divergent contribution which depends on the factor groups used to take ratios. This situation is as expected because for a nonsimple G different coupling constants of factor groups evolve independently. Ordinarily, one imposes a discrete symmetry to assure a universal (bare) gauge coupling g0 even in a nonsimple grand unification. It is not clear at this point how this discrete symmetry improves the situation when compared with the renormalization group method. We note, however, that the decoupling itself holds even for a nonsimple unification. Only relation to the renormalization group argument is obscure.
We shall next discuss mass ratios of light gauge bosons. Physical masses are determined by pole positions of propagators. To the leading order of Q 0~ they are given by in the leading logarithmic approximation, we obtain ignoring ordinary electroweak corrrections. This is only welcome because lll the phenomenolog ical analysis of neutral current this correction rs indeed found small.'l In the above discussion we have ignored effects of heavy fermions. In fact, we have also examined contribution of heavy fermrons. By slightly extending our previous method we confirmed that heavy fermions decouple in the light sector and also that for a simple unification their effects to the coupling and mrcss ratios are controlled by the renormalizatio n group method providing that the theory is free of the triangle anomaly.
In summary, low energy parameters in grand unified theories seem, at least for simple unifying group, well approximated by the usual method of renormalizatio n group in an effective low energy theory.
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